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16th October 2020 

 
1st Provisional Admission List 2020-21 

B.Voc Tourism & Hospitality (T&H) 
 

 

The following students have been considered to be provisionally eligible for admission to the 
B.Voc programmes at Dr. B.R Ambedkar University Delhi.  

Applicants are mandatorily required to upload document/pay fees as per below mentioned table.  

Uploading of Document Payment of fees through admission portal* 

16th -17th Oct 2020 (till 11:59:59 pm) 19th Oct 2020 
(till 11:59:59pm) 

 

*For applicants whose documents are verified by the Admission Committee. Payment tab will be 

made available on 19th Oct 2020 Admission portal 2020-21. Also a message for payment of fee 

will be sent on registered email and mobile number filled by the applicant at the time of 

registration. 

Documents required to be uploaded as per admission calendar schedule  

(i) Mark sheet and certificate of the qualifying examination i.e. Class XII or equivalent, proof 
of CGPA Conversion (if applicable) to be uploaded in one single file) as per the stipulated 
date and time as mentioned above. 
 

(ii) Class X Certificate in support of date of birth proof  
 
Note: The names on the certificates, 12th mark sheet and caste certificate should be exactly 
same; otherwise an affidavit for the same has to be sent on verification@aud.ac.in within 
stipulated time as mention above.  

Fees 

 
BVoc Programmes (Karampura Campus) 
 

Category SC, ST and PWD Other than SC, ST and PwD 

Tuition Fees Nil 21,440 

Student Welfare fund 500 500 

EMC/II/CCC/PE/DI 2,500 2,500 

Caution deposit 5,000 5,000 

Total Fees to be paid online 8,000 29,440 

EMC: Extra Mural Cost; II: Industry Interface; CCC: Co Curricular Costs; PE: Programme 
Enhancement; DI: Dissertation 

 
The applicants can pay their fees online through available payment modes at admission portal. 
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The applicant whose names are given in the provisional list as below in the order of merit are 

hereby called for admission to B.Voc programmes for the session 2020-21. The merit has been 

determined on the basis of class 12th marks entered solely by the applicant for which the system 

has calculated the percentage along with 10% weightage to vocational subject and 10% weightage 

given to statement of purpose  as per admission criteria mentioned in the Admission Brochure 

2020-21. The class XII marks will be verified from the class XII mark sheet before provisionally 

admitting the applicant.  

Note:  

1. The list is provisional as prepared on the basis of the information furnished by the 

applicant on the basis of Class 12th marks (80%) + Vocational Subject in class 10+2 (10%) + 

Statement of Purpose in around 500 words (10%). 

 

2. The provisional list of CW-Defence (General)/PWD (General)/PWD (OBC)/Defence (OBC)/ 

SGC/ KM will be announced later. 

 

3. Applicants whose percentage in the Class XII has increased due to 

upgradation/improvement in marks but do not have their names in these lists are advised 

to email the requisite documents (certificate of Xth & marksheet of XIIth) at 

verification@aud.ac.in within the prescribed time limit i.e.16th -17th Oct 2020 (till 11:59:59 

pm) as mentioned in Admission Calendar Schedule uploaded on AUD Website (The subject 

line of the email should be ‘form number’ e.g. 2020BAXXXXX01). 

 

4. Applicants belonging to the reserved categories (SC/ST/OBC/EWS) and sub-categories 

(PwD/CW-Defence) who have submitted their application (complete in all respect) but do 

not have their names in the list of shortlisted applicants, are advised to email the requisite 

documents (certificate of Xth & marksheet of XIIth) as mentioned above within the 

prescribed time limit of relevant cut-off as mentioned in Admission Calendar Schedule 

uploaded on AUD Website at verification@aud.ac.in (The subject line of the email should 

be ‘form number’ e.g. 2020BAXXXXX01). 

 

5. Calling of the applicants for uploading the documents shall not be construed as 

entitlement for admission. Greater number of applicants than the seats available, have 

been called to ensure that seats do not remain vacant. In case, an applicant fails to 

upload the requisite documents within the prescribed time limit of relevant cut-off as 

mentioned in Admission Calendar Schedule uploaded on AUD Website, the seat will be 

offered to the next applicant in the merit list as per his/ her eligible category.  

 

6. Admissions will be offered strictly in the order of the updated merit list (after online 

document verification as per Admission Calendar Schedule and inclusion of applicants 

referred to in points 3 and 4 above, if any).  
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7. Applicants called as per the first provisional admission list who fail to upload the requisite 

documents within the prescribed time limit as mentioned in Admission Calendar Schedule, 

will not be considered in the subsequent provisional admission list. However, they may be 

considered in the spot round/special drive, if seats are vacant. 

 

 

8. The applicant will be admitted to the programme on the basis of the merit list, eligibility 

criteria and availability of seats in each programme. 

 

9. The entire process of uploading/furnishing documents, verification of document, payment 

of fee and admissions is ONLINE. No applicant or any of their Guardians/relatives will be 

physically allowed at the University Campus for admission process or submitting any 

document. 

 

10. Applicants in their own interest who have uploaded reservation certificates for availing 

reservation benefits (SC/ST/OBC/Defence/EWS/SGC/KM/PwD) at the time of registration 

at AUD portal are requested to check the AUD website regularly as per Admission Calendar 

Schedule for the discrepancy list for ascertaining the category considered by the University 

as per reservation policy mentioned in Admission Brochure 2020-21 and other 

circulars/notices/instructions uploaded on AUD Website on or before the start of 

admissions/document verification. It will be the responsibility of the applicant to rectify 

the discrepancy within the prescribed time limits as per Admission Calendar Schedule. No 

claim for admissions, whatsoever, will lie on AUD, if applicant fail to upload the requisite 

documents within prescribed time.  

 

11. Those applicants whose caste certificate are not in order as per discrepancy list and 

his/her name appears in the provisional admission list needs to send the certificate (only 

reservation certificate) again at verification@aud.ac.in, as per the timeline mentioned in 

Admission Calendar Schedule. 

 
12. Physical verification of all documents will be done later. The candidature of all applicants 

in the whole admission process is “PURELY PROVISIONAL” pending scrutiny of eligibility as 

mentioned in the Admission Brochure 2020-21 for the programme. In case, it is found at 

any stage of admission that the applicant does not fulfill the eligibility criteria and any 

information/document provided by the applicant is found to be false or is not in 

conformity with the eligibility criteria mentioned in the Admission Brochure 2020-21 

including Age, Caste Category, Sub-Category, Educational Qualification, etc. the 

candidature of such a applicant will summarily be rejected at any stage of admission 

process and even after admissions. 
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13. It is extremely important that applicants pay the fee within the timeframe allocated, 

failing which it will be concluded that the applicant is not interested in the programme 

applied and the admission will be automatically cancelled. 

 

14. The procedure for uploading the requisite documents by the applicant must be completed 

within the stipulated time interval as notified in the Admission Calendar Schedule of the 

University, failing which you will lose your opportunity for admissions in the Dr B.R. 

Ambedkar University Delhi. 

 
 

 

  Dean, SVS           Dean, SS 
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BVoc – Tourism & Hospitality (T&H) 

First Provisional Admission List 2020-21 

NCT - Unreserved 

Sl.No Registration No Name 

1 2020BV00000136 ENA  PRAKASH 

2 2020BV00001591 DIPANSHU  KUMAR 

3 2020BV00001548 ARUN  KUMAR 

4 2020BV00001069 ISHITA  GULATI 

5 2020BV00000609 JAANHAVI   BAHREE 

6 2020BV00000586 ADITYA N/A TALWAR 

7 2020BV00000798 GARVIT  PANKAJ 

8 2020BV00001708 DEERGHA   SACHDEVA 

9 2020BV00000598 MISHIKA  BATRA 

10 2020BV00000611 CHAITANYA  N/A SETHI 

11 2020BV00000173 AGRIMA  SINGH 

12 2020BV00000218 KARAN  MALHOTRA 

13 2020BV00000245 ISHIKA   MISHRA 

14 2020BV00000668 TEJASVI  VASHIST 

15 2020BV00000839 RENU 

16 2020BV00000734 SARTHAK   JAIN 

17 2020BV00000989 MILIND  CHAUDHRY 

18 2020BV00001765 SANCHITA   THAKUR 

19 2020BV00000151 PIYUSH  JESWANI 

20 2020BV00001207 ANJALI  RAWAT 

21 2020BV00001566 SHUBHI  MALHOTRA 

22 2020BV00001723 RAHIN  PARVEEN 

23 2020BV00001052 MANAV  AGGARWAL 

24 2020BV00000006 CHARANDEEP 

25 2020BV00000399 KHUSHI 

26 2020BV00000488 ESHAAN  BHATT 

27 2020BV00000180 HARSHIT  NAGPAL 

28 2020BV00000511 MANAV  BISHT 

29 2020BV00000278 LAKSHIT  GROVER 

30 2020BV00000860 DAKSH  BABBAR 

31 2020BV00000430 SURABHI  GUPTA 

32 2020BV00000375 PANKAJ  YADAV 

33 2020BV00000152 MITALI  JAIN 

34 2020BV00000049 MANSI  KUMARI MISHRA 

35 2020BV00000098 PUSHKAR  BHOJ 
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36 2020BV00000014 SHUBHAM KUMAR SUNDRIYAL 

 

NCT - OBC  

 

37 2020BV00000167 GRACY  DAGUR 

38 2020BV00000313 DEEPANSHU  GOSAIN 

39 2020BV00000717 ANSHU   RANA 

40 2020BV00001244 PARTH  ANTIL. 

41 2020BV00000172 ROBIN  MALIK 

42 2020BV00001175 VARSHA 

43 2020BV00000531 AYUSH  CHAUDHARY 

44 2020BV00001136 YASH  YADAV 

45 2020BV00000044 PRANSHU  SINGH 

46 2020BV00001737 MAYANK  SINGH 

47 2020BV00000402 SANDEEP KUMAR RAY 

48 2020BV00000805 ANSH  CHHIKARA 

49 2020BV00000215 SANSKAR  MALIK 

50 2020BV00000649 SAHIL  PUN 

51 2020BV00000444 YASH   NIRWAN 

52 2020BV00001706 KARTIK   LOCHAV 

53 2020BV00000057 HARSH  PAL 

54 2020BV00000462 SUSHIL 

55 2020BV00001599 SORABH  KUMAR 

56 2020BV00001299 DEEPALI   YADAV 

 

 

NCT - SC 

 

57 2020BV00001726 PRATHAM 

58 2020BV00000133 MOHIT 

59 2020BV00001383 RAHUL 

60 2020BV00001068 SUJEET  KUMAR 

61 2020BV00000938 GAGAN  DEEP 

62 2020BV00000025 DIVYAM  SINGH 

63 2020BV00000710 MUSKAN 

64 2020BV00001211 SHUBHAM  MURADIA 

65 2020BV00001479 ACHINTYA   BHAGAT 

66 2020BV00000212 SEZAL  SINGH 

67 2020BV00000268 HEMANSHU  CHOPRA 

68 2020BV00000040 PUSHPENDU   JANA 
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69 2020BV00000219 NEHA  SAGAR 

70 2020BV00000819 SHIKHA  KHOBA 

71 2020BV00000465 ARCHANA  NAGAR 

 

NCT- EWS  

 

72 2020BV00000443 BHAWANA  BHARDWAJ 

73 2020BV00000830 ASTU  SAHRAWAT 

74 2020BV00000420 ABHINAV  PATHAK 

75 2020BV00000089 MANSI   SAINI 

76 2020BV00000135 PRIYANKA  GUPTA 

77 2020BV00000499 PAWAN   SHARMA 

 

ONCT – Unreserved 

 

78 2020BV00001001 SHIVIKA  DALAL 

79 2020BV00000910 KABIR RAVI CHHABRA 

80 2020BV00001313 SIYA  HATRIA 

81 2020BV00001158 ANURAG 

82 2020BV00000227 AKSHAT  TEWATHIA 

83 2020BV00001552 PRIYASHA  SINGH 

84 2020BV00000208 SAGAR  THAPA 

85 2020BV00000026 VEDANT  KALIA 

86 2020BV00000642 SHANTANU  SONKUSARE 

87 2020BV00000827 NITISH  RAJ 

88 2020BV00000718 MANAV  ARORA 

 

ONCT –SC 

 

89 2020BV00001372 ITISH   KUMAR 

90 2020BV00000780 TEJENDER SINGH  PANWAR 

91 2020BV00001515 SANDEEP 

 

ONCT – EWS 

 

92 2020BV00000449 MOHD  AKRAM 

93 2020BV00000137 MEGHA  SINGH 

 

 


